
The greatest benefit of the Avetta API is simple: Automated Risk Mitigation. We are able 
to prevent continued use of suppliers that are non-compliant with our business rules, 
based on the daily feeds from the Avetta platform.

Sean Murphy
Director of  Strategic Sourcing, BlueStream
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Avetta Open APIs and Integrations

Client Case Studies

Seamless Data Exchange with Your Ecosystem

Unlock the true power of your supply chain data by the two-way 
information exchange between Avetta and your internal systems. 
Avetta’s current clients that leverage open APIs are able to automate 
risk management, streamline supplier compliance programs and 
onboarding, and reduce accidents by integrating compliance data 
with purchase order systems, security gate access systems, and more.

A Fortune 100 Technology company has integrated Avetta compliance data with their work order 
systems. They estimated that they’ll be able to reduce contractor accidents by more than 50%.

One of the world’s largest manufacturing company has every contractor use a badging system 
that integrates with Avetta to check that the workers are certified and qualified to do the work.

One of the nation's largest providers of communications infrastructure created a custom API to 
automatically scan comments in insurance  documents and reduced the need for manual 
reviews on 75% of policies.

One of the world’s largest mining companies now checks statuses of 100% of their workers to 
ensure only qualified workers enter the jobsite.
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Avetta Open Platform Benefits

REST API standard 
protocol architecture makes 
it easy to access.

Easy-to-use
API key authentication ensures 
that all push-pull data exchanged 
is secure.

Secure

Registration information, 
compliance statuses etc. are all 
synced in real-time.

Your IT organizations can set up any integrations you need using the easy-to-use self-service portal 

Detailed documentation 
on integrations

Sample Codes 

Real-time Data Updates
View Avetta’s supplier data across 
several platforms for improved 
decision-making.

Better Decisions

Avetta’s Self-Service API Portal
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Avetta’s experienced integration experts
are also here to help

Design an integration workflow between
Avetta and your systems

Broad Spectrum of Endpoints

Registration: Send request to Supplier to join Avetta

Suppliers /Accounts: Provides the list of Supplier’s profile 
information including Compliance status

Connections/Flags: Supplier Connections, Compliance/Flags 

PQFs/Forms: Provides requested PQF or Forms 

Forms status: Change the Form status in Avetta using the API

Documents: Access PDF versions of documents 

Gather business needs and 
identify integrations that 

would advance your initiatives

Schedule your demo today at avetta.com/demo 

To learn more visit avetta.com/solutions

Current Clients, please contact your Account Manager to learn more

Understand your third-party 
systems

Support your IT organizations 
in testing the integrations

Deploy the integrations live to 
automate safety, sustainability, 

and risk processes

Design an integration workflow 
that would work best between 

Avetta and your systems


